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Abstract
A one-degree of freedom joint with unique performance requirements has been designed and built for use
in a passive isolation system for structurally-connected deployable spacecraft subsystems. Using a
Rolamite approach, a nearly frictionless and zero spring rate hinged joint can be achieved that is capable
of passing significant electrical power and data harnessing. Implementing a Rolamite joint in a system
design with requirements typical of spaceflight must be accomplished in a very judicious fashion in order
to maintain the expected performance benefits. The following describes the design progression, trades
and lessons learned in developing and building this mechanism.
Introduction
Rolamite describes a class of single degree of freedom (DOF) hinges with kinematics similar to a gear
pair, zero backlash, ideally zero spring rate and very low friction. Joints of this type are comprised of two
flexible elements (tapes or cables) arranged in opposing serpentine fashion around a pair of cylinders in
rolling contact. Figure 1 illustrates the elements of a Rolamite joint. The unstrained free state of each tape
is straight. The tape routing enforces joint kinematics and maintains constant stored strain energy in the
system. The need for a zero-spring-rate, low-friction hinge had been identified as the functional element
of a passive vibration isolator for structurally connected spacecraft subsystems such as solar arrays and
reflectors that have high mass properties relative to the host. The isolation system is illustrated in Figure 2.
A chain of six near frictionless and zero-spring-rate joints is arranged to yield full relative mobility between
the subsystem and host. By eliminating sources of energy storage and dissipation, the only transmitted
forces are those due to the inertial forces (D’Alambert forces) of the isolation system itself. Therefore,
induced jitter on and agility of the host is decoupled from the subsystem mass properties and becomes
solely dependant on isolation system dynamics and operation.
Since the ideal isolation system is zero spring rate and nearly frictionless, system mass was identified as
a significant performance driver early in the design. As typical spacecraft requirements were imposed on
the system, achieving zero spring rate and minimizing friction became at least as important as mass
properties. Implementing a Rolamite joint that is stiff in the remaining five degrees of freedom, able to be
driven, locked for safe mode, and carry the required electrical harnessing while maintaining the desired
performance presented many design challenges. A point design was optimized that included an assumed
subsystem with mass properties and stiffness to be isolated from a typical large host bus. The first mode
natural frequency of the subsystem to be isolated was used to bracket accelerations of the isolation
system within an operating envelope. A system mass budget was imposed and D'Alambert forces
calculated. All other contributors to transmitting loads to the host such as sources of energy storage
(spring rate) and energy dissipation (friction) were limited to a fraction of the predicted D'Alambert forces.
A Rolamite joint engineering unit comprised of synchronizing tapes and harness simulators has been
fabricated as a proof of concept and is currently under test. The design trades and lessons learned are
presented in this discussion.
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Figure 1: Rolamite Joint
Background
As the relative mass properties of mechanically connected subsystems increases, the vibration-induced
jitter also increases (degrading pointing accuracy), while host agility (slew rate) decreases [1]. The need
for an isolation system was identified during the design of a spacecraft with aggressive pointing and agility
as well as high solar-generated power requirements. The initial power requirement of the solar array was
100 kW. The predicted mass properties of the array and performance requirements of the host were the
impetus behind development of the isolation system.
Host

Subsystem

Isolation system
Figure 2. Isolation System Hinge Arrangement
In order to minimize the complexity of the isolation system and burden on the host, a passive system was
desired. Active systems require significant engineering effort and necessarily expensive and complex
components including fast control algorithms, sensors and motors. The novel approach developed in [1]
has been predicted to meet isolation requirements for the point design and has potentially wide
applicability for any subsystem with high mass properties relative to the host.
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Several mechanisms were considered for the hinges in the system including twist capsules and sliprings.
In all other cases considered, either friction or spring rate were found to be difficult to mitigate early in the
design process. Ideal Rolamite joints were found to meet the requirements of the system while minimizing
complexity. Significant electrical power and data harnessing could be passed across the joint while
maintaining the desired minimal spring rate and friction performance by routing electrical conductors in
like fashion to the synchronizing tapes. Also, the incorporation of additional functionality appeared to be
straightforward given the available volume within and at either end of the Rolamite cylinders.
Design
The current point design is an isolation system for a 25-kW solar array. Mass properties of the subsystem
to be isolated have been assumed for a thin-film solar array with an average areal mass density of 0.25
kg/m2. Natural frequency estimates for the array were based on previous work as referenced in [1] for a
100-kW array and scaled accordingly. Performance requirements for the isolation system were imposed
based on typical spaceflight requirements wherever applicable. Assumed requirements were imposed or
derived if in the course of design, no requirements had yet been established. Assumed requirements
were in many cases imposed in order to bracket the achievable performance of the isolation system in to
establish the scalability of the isolation system.
Isolation system requirements relevant to joint performance include;
1. Pass power harnessing required for a 25-kW solar array operating at 300 V.
2. Pass data harnessing as typically required for a solar array.
3. Impart no more than T/n parasitic torque into the isolation system where T is the equivalent worstcase inertial force of the system transmitted to the host and n is the number of joints in the system.
4. Position the solar array and isolation system to a commanded location and orientation. Each joint
must be motorized and able to be driven.
5. Transmit forces resulting from gravity gradient and solar radiation pressure to the host (to be
reacted by the host attitude control system) while still isolating subsystem vibration.
6. Self-rigidize (lock) for safe mode operation. Safe mode locking must occur within 30 seconds and
subsequently require no power to remain in either safe mode or normal operational mode. Safe
mode loads resulting from a 0.003-g acceleration in any orientation must be reacted through the
isolation system.
7. Package compactly for launch and deploy once in orbit.
Three distinct modes of operation become apparent; passive isolation, drive and safe mode. In order to
accomplish all required functionality while still maintaining desired performance, additional mechanism
had to be packaged within the Rolamite. Specifically, a method to drive the joint as well as a locking
mechanism was required.
The design of the Rolamite progressed by investigating each functional mode required of the isolation
system and subsequent joint requirements. The majority of the operational life of the isolation system is
expected to be in passive isolation and therefore was investigated first. Also, adding drive and safe mode
functionality was determined to be a straightforward design progression.
Passive Isolation Mode
Passive isolation mode must exhibit zero spring rate and near zero friction in the intended degree of
freedom and be stiff in the remaining five degrees of freedom. Maximum parasitic torque is on the order of
1E-5 Nm. Maximum spring rate is on the order of 5E-6 Nm/rad. A Rolamite with two cylinders and two
opposing serpentine tapes requires an external force to balance the resultant couple produced by the
displaced lines of action of each tape (the tapes can not be routed in the same plane or pass through the
same point). In order to achieve a balanced system, at least three tapes are required; two tapes
straddling a center tape routed in opposite serpentine fashion. Since electrical harnessing would require
significant cylinder length, two sets of synchronizing tape pairs were located at either end of the joint to
enforce synchronization. The length of the Rolamite could then be scaled to accommodate harness
requirements between the synchronizing tapes.
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The synchronizing tapes enforce joint kinematics and result in one degree of freedom as well as one
relatively low stiffness direction. As the synchronizing tapes pass from one cylinder to the next through
the line of rolling contact between the cylinders, the mechanical advantage of the tapes decreases to zero
to react a force through the centers of the Rolamite cylinders and acting away from the line of rolling
contact (a tensile force). This low stiffness direction is addressed via the locking and safe mode
mechanisms discussed later. Synchronizing tapes on the engineering unit have been fabricated using
Elgiloy, a highly-processed cold rolled nickel steel with very high tensile modulus.
Since the isolation system must be repeatedly cycled, fatigue must also be considered in many aspects of
the design. Electrical harnessing must be passed across the joint in similar fashion as the synchronizing
tapes. In order to maintain zero spring rate and near zero friction, the electrical harnessing must remain
elastic to the greatest extent possible throughout a range of strain rates and temperatures. Further, each
electrical conductor must be fully insulated to prevent arcing to adjacent circuits or grounding to the
structure. A composite modulus of elasticity sufficient to preclude fatigue failure and minimize viscoelastic
losses became a significant design challenge. The current engineering joint hardware under test is
comprised of six Kapton-laminated flex circuits using acrylic adhesive. Creep and viscoelastic loss of the
acrylic at upper temperature extremes has been identified as a concern and demonstrated in the
hardware. Low temperature embrittlement of cycled polymers is also a concern, but can be mitigated via
active or passive thermal management. Thermal functional testing is underway on the engineering
hardware to establish a data point on performance of the harnessing. Conductor material must have an
infinite fatigue life while transmitting electrical power at low loss. Harness tensioning is only intended to
ensure that the harness dynamics are tightly coupled to the joint and do not induce additional vibration
modes of the isolation system. Harness tensioning and stiffness are therefore much lower than the
synchronizing tapes and do not react external loads across the joint. Heritage conductor material such as
copper is not suitable for repeated cycling even at very low loads. A Beryllium copper alloy was found that
adequately met infinite fatigue life and low resistivity requirements. Additional insulating techniques are
currently under investigation to minimize creep and viscoelastic loss. In order to minimize functional
changes due to thermal expansion at temperature extremes, synchronizing tapes as well as harness flex
circuit tapes are terminated on the Rolamite cylinders via low spring rate decoupling springs.
Drive Mode
The drive mechanism is capable of transmitting torques between the host and subsystem to react small
disturbance forces as well as those required for subsystem repositioning. Solar radiation pressure and
gravity gradient are sources of disturbance forces considered here and are two orders of magnitude lower
than that required for subsystem repositioning. A passive dual drive mechanism has been designed that
requires only one actuator.
A drive drum is located on one end of one Rolamite cylinder with tapes routed in belt drive fashion to the
other Rolamite half (see Figure 1). A stepper motor is coupled to the drive drum though a very low spring
rate spiral spring. The stepper motor winds the spring to achieve the desired torque, and the spring allows
the joint to oscillate in vibration isolation mode without significant changes in torque thereby reacting small,
nearly constant disturbance forces. A local control loop is designed to null commanded torque and
measured torque at an update rate multiple times slower than the lowest natural frequency of the
subsystem (for averaging). This aspect of the vibration isolation system differs from active control in that
the update rate bandwidth does not scale closely with subsystem frequency and must only accommodate
for relative drift between the subsystem and host.
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Figure 3. Two Turn Engagement Mechanism Dual Drive Mechanism
In order to engage the high torque mode of the drive mechanism, the motor becomes directly coupled (in
the driven direction) to the drive drum after ±2 revolutions from the spring free state. A passive
mechanism, similar to a car odometer consists of several independent pawls mounted on a common shaft
between the motor and drive drum. Each pawl enables almost one full revolution before engaging the
next adjacent pawl. Two revolutions from the free state is sufficient to eliminate buckling stability concerns
of the spiral spring, which is typically limited to ±3 revolutions. After two revolutions in either direction, the
motor pawl has rotated each independent pawl and engages the drive drum pawl in the direction of
revolution thereby providing a direct load path. Dithering (reversing) torques are applied at a rate multiple
times lower than the angular speed capability of the motor.
Safe Mode
In the event of the host spacecraft entering safe mode, each Rolamite hinge must have the ability to lock
and withstand very significant moment loads, estimated to be 27 Nm for a 25-kW solar array. In order to
achieve this, a mechanism was required which was capable of reacting these loads as well as remaining
in either the locked or unlocked state without external power. A conventional friction brake was
considered, but packaging and mass requirements eliminated this possibility. The final configuration
consists of dual cam driven pawls, which engage a large internal spline with a tapered tooth profile to
prevent binding. The cam profile has been designed such that any radial loads while in the locked position
will be reacted through the center of rotation of the cam, reducing the possibility of torque on the spline
counter rotating the cam and unintentionally disengaging the mechanism. The cam is actuated with a bistable rotary solenoid coupled through a torsion spring to allow full motion of the solenoid in case the pawl
teeth do not initially line up with a spline. An external detent spring holds the solenoid output shaft at
either extreme to meet the power-off requirement. Figure 4 illustrates the safe mode mechanism concept.

Figure 4. Safe Mode Mechanism Concept
Conclusions and Lessons Learned
The Rolamite approach has proven to be a sound fundamental mechanism for this application and
preliminary hardware testing has validated this as well. Scalability and available volume for additional
mechanism packaging are just as important as fundamental mechanical operation when considering an
approach for a developmental application. Several related lessons have been learned so far; components
normally regarded as sources of low friction can prove to be otherwise and normally acceptable
manufacturing techniques and tolerance can also prove to significantly influence system performance
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depending on the application. This is especially evident when designing a mechanism intended to
function in distinctly different modes. Passive isolation mode requires many orders of magnitude lower
parasitic torque performance than is required to be supplied in the driven or safe modes. In order to
achieve required mechanism strength and stiffness while still maintaining desired performance,
component selection, arrangement and manufacturing must be evaluated given the more stringent
requirements.
Significant redesign and repackaging of the drive and safe mode mechanisms occurred during the course
of this development effort. The first design iteration was comprised of drive and safe mode drums
mounted to the Rolamite cylinders via large diameter rolling element bearings. However, the largediameter bearings combined with the drive and safe mode tape preload resulted in an analytical model
with unacceptably large friction. A more acceptable solution was found that reduced the friction to
acceptable levels. The drums are currently mounted on smaller diameter shafts with higher precision
bearings. One desirable/non-critical safe mode system requirement was relaxed in order to reduce
required tape preload and therefore reduce bearing friction even further. The required packaging location
changed for both the drive and safe mode mechanisms from each end of the Rolamite cylinder to within
the cylinder itself. The repackaging was generally straightforward, but underscores the need to provide
significant volume for mechanisms at the conceptual level when developing a new system.
Rolling element bearings in spaceflight mechanisms of this size are traditionally considered to contribute
negligibly to overall system friction. Quantifying the total available friction budget from all components
early in the design process helps to establish a valid design path and reduce the chance of necessary
redesign.
Initial testing of the engineering unit has shown a preferred angular position and therefore exhibits
significant spring rate. An investigation revealed that the Elgiloy tapes were slightly curved in the free
state. The manufacturing process and packaging of the material is such that the tapes are cold-rolled to
the desired thickness and then spooled for shipment. The rolling process imparts high surface residual
stresses that lead to yielding of the material during spooling. Two opposing equally curved tapes ideally
still maintain a constant strain energy state on the Rolamite. However, tapes with differences in curvature
were found on the unit upon closer inspection causing the unit to seek a lowest energy state. Further
yielding of the material may have been the source of the curvature difference. An alternate tape material
such as 17-7 PH SS has been identified as a potentially better material choice for this application and will
likely be incorporated on the next hardware build.
Small strain state differences in a tape driven system are typically not considered to significantly influence
performance. In this case, a balanced strain state is critical to system functionality and therefore must be
characterized early in the design process in order to bracket acceptable material choices and geometry
tolerance. Flex circuit tapes of multiple conductors laminated in Kapton are often utilized across kinematic
joints in order to reduce parasitic torque. Similarly constructed tapes with Beryllium-copper conductors
have been designed for the Rolamite in order to pass the required power and data harnessing.
Preliminary testing of the engineering unit with such tapes has indicated that even at very low strain,
significant creep occurs. Visco-elastic loss testing will be performed to further quantify flex circuit
performance. Alternate flex circuit designs are currently under investigation such as fiberglass lamination
and direct liquid polymer coating.
In both of the above cases, requirements for each new application should be considered when designing
with normally common or heritage components since past acceptable performance may not be the current
case.
As is typical of spaceflight hardware development, many trades and compromises have occurred during
the course of this effort in order to incorporate operational functionality. Both the drive and safe mode
mechanisms were designed in order to compile the first performance estimate. Since the Rolamite joint
must operate in several diverse modes, even greater scrutiny was found to be required of each
component and assembly.
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The lessons learned from the engineering unit have been incorporated into the current design of the
Rolamite joint. A comprehensive testing program has begun at the component level and will culminate in
the characterization of a fully articulated two-dimensional isolation system on an airbearing floor.
Amplitude and frequency sweeps will be conducted on the 2-D isolation system in the operational
envelope with resultant transmitted force at the simulated host recorded. The data will then be correlated
to the analytical model. Joint performance will be evaluated both from the system as well as from
component level testing.
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